Overview of Graduate Dashboards

**Graduate Program Dashboard:** Based on the Program, Degree and Phase, Mean and Standard Deviation of A&E and End of Phase scores are displayed along with the Ranges. Also, the data is interactive where the Scores are displayed in the detailed sheet at the bottom based on the Program, Year, Semester, Degree, Phase, Instructor, Student, Course number and Section Combination.

The specialization data is derived first from Banner as the primary resource, and then if there is not a specialization listed in Banner for the student, the Graduate College of Education database will be searched for a specialization for that student as the second resource. When hovering over the scores detail as to how the specializations were derived will be provided including the resource (e.g. Banner or the Graduate CoE Database), a reference as to which resource, a specialization acronym as well if from Banner.

**Graduate Student Dashboard:** Here the A&E Scores, End of Phase scores and Final grade of a student can be seen based on the Cohort Id, Program, Degree, Phase and Course Number & Section. Also, the data can be filtered by Degree and Instructor.

**Graduate Instructor Overview:** Phase wise Mean A&E and Mean EOP scores can be seen based on the Program, Instructor and Course Number Section combination.

The data is Interactive where the individual student data is displayed in the bottom worksheet based on the selection in the Summary worksheet.

**Graduate Dashboard – Courses/Phases:** Phase wise Mean A&E and Mean EOP scores can be seen based on the Program, Degree and Course Number Section combination.

Mean and Standard Deviation of A&E and EOP scores can be seen in the bottom worksheet based on the Program and Phase combination.
**Student Performance:** Mean and Standard Deviation of A&E and EOP scores can be seen based on the Program and Degree combination.

The data is Interactive where the individual student data with the scores is displayed in the bottom worksheet based on the program and degree selection.

There is an option for navigating to the **Graduate Program Dashboard** where the Scores based on the phases is calculated.

**EDCI CSTE Specialization:** Here the Mean A&E and EOP Scores are calculated for the combination of Program, Degree, Specialization and Phase. This is similar to Program Dashboard but specifically designed for CSTE Specialization.

**EPCE Degree Phase Pie Chart:** Based on the Specialization, Degree and Phase the Score Ranges for A&E and EOP is displayed. The Score Ranges are as follows: 0-3 is <3 where 3 is excluded, 3-4 with both 3 and 4 included and <4 with 4 excluded and 5 included.

This Dashboard has been specifically created for Clinical Mental Health Counselling and School Counselling.

**Degree by Phase Score Ranges:** Based on the Program, Degree and Phase Pie charts with the Score Ranges for A&E and EOP Scores are displayed with the Number of records as pie separators. Also, there is an option for selecting the specific Instructor and Specialization, so that the score ranges for that combination can be seen visually.